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Description Description 2023 Forest River RV FR3 34DS, Forest River FR3 Class A gas
motorhome 34DS highlights: Full and Half Bath Master Suite Fireplace Power Cab
Bunk Exterior TV Hidden Pantry Spacious and inviting for couples or families, this
FR3 Class A gas motorhome offers convenience throughout including a half bath
for the kids and guests and a full rear bathroom for the owners. This full
bathroom is located within the rear master suite where you will also find a king-
size bed for relaxing. Once at your destination, you can quickly set up the power
awning to relax outside while watching the exterior TV and visiting with other
RVers. You might have decided to add the washer and dryer option in the
bedroom, so a load of laundry might even get done. Once you are ready to fill your
tummy, the full kitchen offers everything you need plus a residential microwave.
You might even decide to relax on one of the theater seats after dinner as you
watch the big game on the 43" LED TV with a fireplace below. With each FR3
Class A gas motorhome by Forest River, you will find an easy-to-drive coach with a
spacious interior allowing you to gather with friends and family with convenience
and style found throughout! Each is built with vacuum-bonded construction, a
one-piece fiberglass roof with extended rain spouts, a steel firewall and A-pillar
extension, Bi-LED headlamps and lower LED fog lights, and grey Rotocast storage
boxes with drains, plus more! Inside, you will enjoy black hardware, appliances,
plumbing fixtures, and a glass shower door frame. Plus, you will also find a
stainless steel kitchen sink with a bamboo cutting board and roll-up dryer, heavy-
duty full-extension ball bearing drawer guides, dual-access dinette storage with
doors, and nightstands with charging stations to keep your cellphones ready for
whatever is next. Make your selection today! 2023 FR3 34DSF SEAPORT STORM
INTERIOR DÃ‰COR FOSSIL MAPLE WOOD COLOR COMBO WASHER/DRYER
RVIA SEAL Sleeps 6 Slideouts 2

2482 mi
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2023 Forest River Rv FR3 34DS $127,172
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 32999
VIN Number: A05974
Condition: New

Item address 5340 Taylor Court, 95382, Turlock, California, United States
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